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As Mikhail Bakhtin pointed out, language is inherently dialogic, with speakers living
in "a world of others' words" as they respond to past utterances and anticipate future
ones. Yet Bakhtin also noted that speakers can engage in monologic projects,
attempting to unify voices and accents in the service of a single "carrier" such as God,
truth, or nation. In this seminar, I argue that monologicality and dialogicality are copresent tendencies in speech and must be analyzed in relation to silence. Silence, the
absence of speech, can be richly dialogic as well as coercively monologic. In ritual
speech events, it becomes especially clear how monologicality, dialogicality, and silence
work together when participants speak in compelling ways and invite or expect others
to respond. I examine the case of services in the religion known as Spiritualism. In
such events, spirit mediums, audience members, and represented spirits interactively
manipulate monologicality, dialogicality, and silence for specific ritual effects.
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